Cell-cycle prognostic value in adult acute myeloid leukemia. The choice of the best variables.
Flow cytometry with simultaneous analysis of DNA and protein content allows a most exhaustive study of cell-cycle for the prognostic evaluation of acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Sixty-seven cases of AML were studied before any form of chemotherapy had been undertaken. We determined the following cell-cycle variables: S, S + G2 + M, low protein content fraction (LPC-fraction) and high protein content fraction of G1 (HPC-G1). Patients were stratified according to age: S and S + G2 + M phases were higher for patients over 50 who did not achieve a complete remission. LPC-fraction was significantly lower for patients older than 50 who did not achieve a complete remission not only compared to the complete remission group of patients over 50, but also compared to the younger non responder group. The duration of survival was significantly longer when LPC-fraction was higher than 26% and HPC-G1 lower than 70%. Length of survival was also better when S + G2 + M was longer than 5.75%. Analysis of the therapy failure showed that S + G2 + M and LPC-fraction were significantly different between the complete remission group and the group of patients dying in aplasia. Overall, patients older than 50 with a proliferative leukemia had a worse prognosis.